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 Cuba & Baseball 

 Background: Stemming from Fidel Castro‟s elimination of professional baseball in Cuba and the United States trade embargo4 against Cuba, current 

Cuban baseball players wanting to pursue a professional baseball career are left with no choice but to defect from their home, with a slim chance of ever 

returning 

- More than 200 Cubans have defected in order to play professional baseball, however only thirty-six have played Major League Baseball (“MLB”) thus far. 

Since Rene Arocha‟s defection in 1991, only four players have participated in the All-Star game while just five have received awards for their 

accomplishments.1 

- In Cuba, Castro‟s regime “fashions national heroes out of its star ballplayers.” Cuban players who defect, on the other hand, are given the label traidores 

al b´eisbol, or “baseball traitors,” by the government.  

- Despite these characterizations, Cubans prefer to play in the MLB, mainly because of the large contracts, the size of which varies depending on the 

sophistication of the team. While small market teams are willing to pay more for Cuban prospects, the large market teams “prefer to spend their money on 

known commodities.” 

- Cubans have two options if they want to play professional baseball, both of which require an initial abandonment of their homeland. They can either defect 

directly to the U.S. to enter the amateur draft (essentially acquiring “legal resident” status), or they can follow Joe Cubas‟ route to international free agency 

and take advantage of the “loophole.”  

-  

- In 1995, Joe Cubas, a Cuban-American agent, discovered a loophole in the MLB rules for Cuban defectors to avoid the amateur draft:if a Cuban ballplayer 

goes to a country other than the United States (often the Dominican Republic or the Bahamas) and establishes legal residency, then he can enter the 

league as any other international player and become a free agent. 

- Defecting by sea is extremely dangerous because players are forced to take desperate measures to avoid being interdicted in the ocean. Furthermore, the 

boats that Cubans use are frequently poorly constructed, overflowing, and unsafe. Despite the fact that one of the major goals of the 1995 U.S.- Cuba 

migration treaty is safe travel, the leniency of U.S. immigration laws encourages Cuban refugees to take the short, yet treacherous, journey to America. 

- Critically, Cuban ballplayers are increasingly dependent on professional smugglers from the United States. Human or immigrant smuggling is “a 

contractual agreement in which one person (the smuggler) agrees to take, guide, or transport another person (n recent years, some Major League 

Baseball players have revealed that a variety of criminals have been kidnapping and extorting talented Cuban players before they can get a major league 

contract — in order to get a cut of their future earnings. Some of these traffickers may even have ties to Mexican cartels. 

- This issue is only just starting to get attention from courts and investigators — the first conviction of a smuggler for trafficking Cuban ballplayers happened 

in 2011. These trafficking cases involve dozens of Cuban ballplayers, most of whom never even make it to the major leagues. 

 Human Trafficking case: Cuba  U.S.A2 

 Yasiel Puig (LA Dodgers) 

- This year, Cuban-born Los Angeles Dodgers star Yasiel Puig became the poster boy for ballplayer trafficking. In his journey to the United States, Puig was 

kidnapped and extorted — and some of the traffickers he was involved with have even resorted to murder as they try to get a share of his salary. 

- A Cuban-born man living in Florida, Raul Pacheco, arranged to pay $250,000 to a set of smugglers to get Puig out of Cuba. (In return, Puig would owe 

Pacheco 20 percent of whatever he made in the major leagues.)  

http://www.lamag.com/longform/escape-from-cuba-yasiel-puigs-untold-journey-to-the-dodgers/
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- After Puig, other Cubans, and the smugglers arrived on the Mexican island of Isla Mujeres, though, the smugglers upped the price to $400,000 — and 

when Pacheco couldn't pay, they held Puig and his fellow smuggling victims‟ hostage in a motel. Pacheco ultimately got together with fellow expats, pulled 

some strings with local cops, and arranged to break Puig and the others out of the motel 

- Even then, though, Puig still wasn't free. One Dodgers scout told reporters that when the team wanted to make Puig an offer, they had to "find the real 

decision-maker" — because it was clear that Puig and his agent weren't the ones pulling the strings. And after he signed with the Dodgers, Puig and one 

of his companions started getting threats from the smugglers they'd escaped in Mexico. Pacheco promised to "neutralize" the threat — and shortly 

afterwards, one of the smugglers was found dead by the side of the road. 

 Leonys Martin (Texas Rangers)  

- Martin was smuggled out of Cuba in 2010 — he was originally supposed to go straight to the United States, but after missing his boat, he was sweet-

talked by a Cuban smuggler (or lanchero) into going to Cancun instead. When he got to Cancun, he was turned over to a couple of criminals who ran a 

shady operation called Estrellas de Beisbol (Stars of Baseball); they passed their business off as a training academy, but it was basically a front for player 

smuggling. 

- According to Martin, the operators held him hostage in their training complex for several months, and made him work out for any American scouts who 

came by to see him. He was only released when he signed a $15.5 million contract with the Rangers — 35 percent of which was apparently supposed to 

go to the smugglers. 

- In 2012, Martin filed a lawsuit against the smugglers, saying that he'd had to pay them $1.35 million to avoid "reprisals against his family," according to 

the Times of Havana. In 2013, the two men who operated the Cancun training complex were charged with conspiring to traffic and extort thirteen Cuban 

players into the US via Mexico, including Martin. (The two men were already serving prison sentences in the US for their role in an earlier insurance-fraud 

case.) One of them pled guilty in August 2014. 

 Existing policy framework & future implications 

- Major League Baseball and the MLB Players Association reached a historic agreement in December 2018 with the Cuban Baseball Federation. The 

agreement, which MLB owners voted on Wednesday afternoon, is designed to give Cuban players an alternative to a journey that often takes them to third 

countries as mentioned above, where they establish residency and then try to sign MLB contracts.3 

- Under the agreement that has been under negotiation for the past three years, any Cuban player 25 years or older with at least six years of professional 

experience in Cuba would be eligible to be released from a Cuban Baseball Federation (FCB) contract to potentially play in the majors. 

- Younger Cuban players also might be released with the approval of the FCB. If a Cuban player under 25 years chooses to defect in the future, such a 

player could still sign with an MLB team but would be subject to a waiting period of one to two years.“This is designed to discourage smuggling. 

Smugglers want to be paid right away,” Dan Halem, MLB deputy commissioner said. 

- The implications of this new agreement seems likely to be positive for both Cuban baseball and the MLB, as the risk of Cuba losing their best baseball 

players to illegal trafficking is significantly reduced, with the MLB also receiving even greater commercial coverage in Cuba as a result of the influx of 

players 

- Furthermore, this agreement was largely brokered and finalized during the Obama administration, and the Trump administration is “actively assessing the 

Obama-era policies that Major League Baseball appears to have leveraged to enter into this arrangement with the Cuban Baseball Federation. Parties 

seeking to benefit from business opportunities in Cuba are on notice that the administration will continue to take actions to support human rights and 

restrict the Cuban regime‟s ability to profit from U.S. business,” said a senior administration official. 

http://www.havanatimes.org/?p=100486&print=1
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- In April 2019, President Trump, reversing an agreement negotiated by the Obama administration, abruptly ended a deal between Major League Baseball 

and the Cuban Baseball Federation. The Trump administration said that the deal constituted a violation of trade laws because the Cuban federation was 

part of the government in Havana — a departure from the previous administration‟s stance.4  

- In terms of the actual trafficking of ballplayers, Major League Baseball hasn't taken action yet.  

- The only institution that's putting pressure on the MLB to fix the issue is the state legislature of Florida. They passed a bill in 2014 that would prevent their 

two major-league teams — the Miami Marlins and the Tampa Bay Rays — from getting up to $3 million apiece in tax breaks unless the MLB changes its 

policy toward Cuban ballplayers. Still, Rodriques says it's unlikely that the two Florida teams alone are going to be able to pressure the league to change 

its policies across the board. 

 

 Horn of Africa & Athletics  

 

 Background: There has been a significant movement in athletes from developing countries, especially East African, to oil rich states, 

particularly those in the Gulf. 

- Athletes themselves move for a number of reasons, including to follow or find coaches, to receive further education, for financial incentives and often for 

better training and support systems. This is particularly the case with the highly technical field events such as pole vaulting where training facilities and 

equipment are expensive and complex.  

- These movements are commonplace in track and field, with athletes lured to compete for a new nation by significant financial incentives. For example, 

Stephen Cherono, a Kenyan steeplechaser, moved to Qatar because of a large financial package, including US$1000/month for life (Omok 2004). Ten 

Kenyans competed at the 2003 world championships for countries other than Kenya (Woodward 2004).5 

- These moves from poor countries to oil rich ones have been heavily criticised, by the commentariat and by the countries losing their athletes. The National 

President of the National Athletics Association of Zimbabwe (NAAZ) has likened the trade to a „poverty game‟ (Viriri, 2009). 

- Echoing the slave-trade metaphor of Hoberman (2007), Njenga and Macharia (2005) note that Kenya „is losing its best athletes in what is being referred to 

as modern day slave trade or human trafficking‟. 

- In  recent times, the migration of athletes from the Horn of Africa (Somalia,Ethiopia, Erithrea, Djibouti,Kenya) to gulf-countries in particular have come 

under more scrutiny as a result of alleged trafficking and abuse of athletes 

 Human trafficking case: Guardian special report6 

 Kenya  Bahrain (Leonard Mucheru) 

- Every Olympic medal ever won by Bahrain has been by an athlete born in Africa.  

- Ruth Jebet, a 20-year-old from Kenya, claimed the country‟s first ever Olympic gold in the 3,000m steeplechase at Rio 2016, while Eunice Kirwa, also 

from Kenya, won silver in the marathon. 

- Leonard Mucheru, a Kenyan distance runner, moved to Bahrain in 2003. The attractions were manifold, not least because it is so difficult to get in the 

Kenyan national team, which has a proliferation of world-class runners.  

- But Mucheru says he quickly realized the promises he had been made when he agreed to switch allegiance were not going to be honoured. 

- “I began to feel like a slave,” he says. “When we got to Bahrain we realised that these guys could not allow you to go in a shop, to go to an entertainment 

joint. They would take your passport. I told them no because I need it to send money to my family back home. But they said I wasn‟t allowed to leave the 

hotel room anyway. 

- “They promised that once we changed citizenship we would get a contract but we never signed anything so there was nothing binding and no regulations. 

I got injured in 2006 and went a full year without being paid by the Bahrain Athletics Federation.”  

- Bahrain rejects Mucheru‟s allegations and says that no official complaint was ever lodged. 

 Ethiopia  Azerbaijan (Lily Abdullayeva) 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/africa
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- Lily Abdullayeva was spotted at her local club in Addis Ababa by a Turkish coach who persuaded her to switch allegiance to Azerbaijan 

- Lily, who was known as Layes while competing for Azerbaijan, claims she was promised $300 a month, rising to $1,000 if she had a good result. In her 

first few months, she became a European junior silver medallist but the money did not materialise and she was receiving only $150 a month. 

- After achieveing success on the international circuit, most notably the 3,000m bronze at the 2011 European Indoor Championships in Paris, her coaches 

began plying her with drugs orally and via injections in order to succeed at London 2012  

- “I was at a training camp in Georgia and Mitin gave me some injections. He said he was giving me small injections, not the big ones, yet. His target was 

the Olympics and world championships. He didn‟t want us to have very good results before then because the government would not be feeling as happy if 

we get medals at the Olympics so he saved the stronger stuff.” 

- Sesak is now serving a lifetime ban from athletics as a result of a case brought by Turkish anti-doping authorities. 

 

 Existing policy frameworks & implications 

- Athletes are an exception to the rule that most migration from the periphery to the core is highly restricted and controlled (the other exception being highly 

educated workers (cf. Levy 2003; Bhargava and Docquier 2008)). The first world sporting countries, along with select oil rich states, offer opportunities for 

third world athletes that their countries of origin cannot match.  

- Special working groups such as the IAAF‟s independent Athletics Integrity Unit7 which oversees the sports anti-doping program, need to incorporate 

initiatives to tackle the trafficking of athletes with special focus on athlete migration from countries in the Horn of Africa to the gulf states.   

 

 West Africa and AAU Basketball 

 

 Background: The system of scouting and agents outlined for soccer players that has gained widespread coverage also seems to be growing in 

basketball.  

- In basketball, the trend to signing National Basketball Association (NBA) players directly from high school has started a youth movement that has 

blossomed in light of the US$90 million contract that US high school player LeBron James signed with Nike (in addition to his NBA salary).  

- Talent scouts and agents are exploring North America and the world now in search of talented young basketball players. Academics like Donnelly and 

Petherick (2004) argue that this represents trafficking when the system is unregulated, and when the system caters to the interests of agents, scouts, and 

professional teams, but makes no provision for the health, education, income protection and social development of individuals who are considered to be 

„children‟ under the UN definition. 

- Traditionally, there has been a host of NBA all star picks hailing from the African continent, with the most notable success stories being Dikembe Mutombo 

(Congo), Hakeem Olajuwon (Nigeria), and most recently L.A Lakers star Luol Deng (South Sudan). The process often starts with players being scouted on 

the African continent by basketball scouts, who then arrange trials for young African teenagers at AAU programs in the United States 

- However, for every one boy that makes it for an AAU team, there are many whose progression fall flat and end up in dire circumstances 

 Human Trafficking case:  

 Nigeria  U.S.A8 

- Not every African student who comes to the United States to play basketball has a positive experience. Starr (2015) reported of four promising 

teenage Nigerian basketball players who were lured to the United States with the promise of college scholarships, but ended up with one homeless in 

New York City and the other three in foster care in Michigan. 

 

- In March 2015, the Department of Homeland Security raided the Faith Baptist Christian Academy South in Ludowici, Ga., and discovered 30 young boys, 

mostly Dominican, who had been living in the campus gym, sleeping on the floor. Apparently students had been housed there since 2013. These boys 

also had been recruited to America with the promise of a high school education and a shot at a college scholarship.9 

http://www.wfla.com/story/28623989/lake-wales-high-investigation-prompts-federal-raid-at-ga-school
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- It might seem bizarre to bring underage immigrants to the United States to participate in an amateur sport, but it turns out there's a whole international 

network of scouts, coaches and agents looking to make real money by plucking rising-star basketball players from other countries and "getting in" on the 

player's circle of influence early on. 

- The biggest payday, of course, comes if you have a strong influence over a player who seems good enough to play for the NBA. Sports agents eager to 

represent a top-draft prospect will pay for an introduction to the player. In some cases, this has even resulted in coaches getting a percentage of the 

agent's fee for negotiating a first contract. 

- All of this hinges on having players people would pay for, which helps explain why scouts and coaches began prospecting for talent in places like Africa. 

Find a future star, and you stand to make a lot of money. Of course, the vast majority of recruits will not be that one-in-a million talent. And in a lot of cases, 

young boys seem to be treated based on what the adults in the basketball market think they're "worth." 

 Existing policy frameworks & future implications 

- Basketball handlers can make money even when their players don't rise to the professional level. That's because colleges will award coaching jobs and 

sometimes find ways to funnel cash to coaches and scouts who can steer top players to their teams. 

-  Officially, colleges aren't allowed to pay for players, but long-time sports observers say this happens with frequency. "You have these under-the-table 

transactions that occur," says George Dohrmann, a Sports Illustrated writer and author of Play Their Hearts Out. 

 

- Some teenagers end up financially compensating their coaches. When Tyson Chandler, now of the Dallas Mavericks, was the No. 2 pick in the NBA draft 

in 2001, he reportedly gave $200,000 to his Amateur Athletic Association (AAU) coach, Pat Barrett. And in 1997, as an 18-year-old rookie with the Toronto 

Raptors, Tracy McGrady signed a $12 million endorsement deal with Adidas that stipulated payments of $900,000 apiece to his high school coach and the 

scout who had discovered him.            

- The AAU is a driving force behind all of this, for rookies born at home and abroad. LeBron James, Kevin Durant and virtually every other NBA star started 

out playing for AAU teams. The best teams are sponsored by shoe companies like Nike and Adidas, which, on top of providing free shoes, jerseys and 

covering travel expenses, will sometimes pay stipends — read, salaries — to coaches with the best teams. Those payments can creep into the six figures. 

- At the moment there is no robust framework to protect and safeguard the rights of overseas student-athletes who are brought from the African continent to 

the U.S.A with the intention of playing for an NCAA basketball team, especially in cases where the student-athletes struggle to find a team that would take 

them on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://sports.yahoo.com/ncaa/basketball/news?slug=ys-agents031109
http://www.indystar.com/story/sports/college/2014/10/11/prep-school-aau-coaches-making-easier-jump-college-assistant-jobs/17138445/
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